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 މޢަުލމޫތާު ޝޓީ  

 މޢަލުމޫތާު  ބހެ   ބލީމައާ   .1

 220-AS/1/2022/6(IUL) ނަނ ބރަު  އ އުލާނ  .1.1
 2022 ޖަނވަރަީ 19 އ ޢުލާނ  ކުރ  ތާރޚީ  

އަނ ދާސީހ ސާބު  .1.2
ހުށަހޅަަނ ޖެހ  

 ތާރޙީ  

 (ފނަ ގ ފ ލާގއަ  ދވެަނަ އތޮޯރ ޓގީެ މ ) އތޮރޯ ޓީ ރވެެނ އު އ ނ ލަނ ޑ  މޯލ ޑ ވ ސ  ތަނ 

 ، ދ ވެހ ރއާ ޖ20379ެއމަީނމީަގު، މާލެ  އެޑ ރސެ 

 2202 ޖަނވަރަީ 31 ތާރޚީ  

 0015: ވގަތުު 

 ގއަ ވާ މއަުލމޫާތއާ  އއެ ގޮތށަ   3ޖދަވުލަު  މސައަ ކތަގުެ ތފަ ސލީ   1.3

 2202 ޖަނވަރަީ 19 ތާރޚީ  

 

 އސުލޫ   އމަލަކުރުނާ   .2

 .ބަޔނާ ކޮށ ފއަ ވާނއެެވެ ތަފ ސލީުކށޮ   ގއަ  1 ޖދަވުލަު  މ ކރަދުހާގުެ ތަފ ސީލު، ހދޯނަ  ބ ނނު ވާ ތކަތެ /ޙ ދމުތަގުެ ދަށުނ  ލނާގުެއ ޢުމ    2.1

 އފެރަާތއެ ގެ  ޖަވާބު ސުވާލއެ ގެ އެ ކރުމުުނ  މއެ ލ -އީ އަށ  procurement@mira.gov.mv ބ ނުނ ފޅުވުނާމަަ މަޢުލމޫާތު އ ތުރު ބެހ  ބީލމައާ  2.2

 .ރުކށޮ ދވެ ނެވެފޯ  މއަުލމޫާތއެ  އެ ގޅުއު ވމުުނ  3020478/  3339513 ނމަަ  މދެވުެރ ކށޮ  ފޯނު. ފރޯކުށޮ ދވެ ނއެެވެ ލ ޔމުުނ  އެޑ ރެހަށ  އމީއެ ލ 

 .ހޟާ ރގުއަެވެ މަނ ދބޫނު ގެ ފރަާތ ތކަގުެ  ހުށަހޅެއު ވ  ބލީަނ  ވާހޟާ ރވުވެަޑއަ ގނަ ނަ ބއަ ދލަވުމުަށ  ހމަޖައަ ސާފއަ ވާ ހޅުވުަނ  ބލީަނ  ހޅުވުާނީ ބީލަނ  2.3

 ހމަަވމުށަ ފހަު  ސުނ ގޑަ  ކަނޑއަޅަައ ފއަ ވާ  ހުށަހޅެމުށަ   ބލީނަ  . އެދމެެވެ ހުށަހޅެއު ވނު   ބލީނަ  ކުރ ނ   ސުނ ގަޑގީެ  ކަނޑއަެޅ ފއަ ވާ  ހޅުުވމުށަ   ބީލަނ  2.4

 .ނގުނަވެ ނއެެވެ ބަލއައެ  ބލީނަ  ހުށަހޅަާ

 އެހެނ ނމަވަސެ  އއެ  ބީލމަުގއަ  ބ ނުނ  އދަދަކަަށ  އޕޮ ޝނަ  ، ބީލމަެވެ( އެކއެ ) 01 ހށުހަޅެ ނީ ފރަތާކަށަ ވސެ  ކޮނ މެ ކރު މަތ ލާ ބީލމަަށ  2.5

 ކރުެވ ނއެެވެ.  ބާޠ ލު  ބލީމައެ  ހރު ހާ ހުށަހޅައަ ފއަ ވާ ފރަާތުނ  އެ ހށުހަޅަައ ފ ނމަަ ފރަތާކަުނ  އއެ ވސެ  ބީލނަ   ގ ނަ އއެ ބީލމަަށ ވރުެ  ހުށަހޅެ ދނާއެެވެ.

 ބީލނަ  . )"ފއަ ވާނ ޖެހ ނއެވެެ އ ނަހ މަ ލމޫާތުމޢަު ދަނ ނވަާ މ  ބ ރުގއަ   ސ ޓއީރުއަ ގެ އދަ   ސ ޓއީުރއައެ ގއަެވެ، ކށޮ ފއަ ވާ ބނަ ދު  ހުށަހޅައު ވނާީ ބީލަނ  2.6

 ލ ޔއު ވމުށަ   ބ ރގުއަ  މ ހނެ  "( ގަޑ  ހޅުުވާ ބލީަނ " "ތރާީޚ  ހޅުވުާ ބލީނަ "" ނނަ  އއަ ޓމަ ގެ ހ މނެ   ބީލމަުގއަ " "ނނަ ބަރު ލާނ އ ޢު " "ކރަދުސާ 

 .އެދމެވެެ  ހށުަހޅެއު ވނު   ފަހު

 އޮނ ނނާީ  ހޅުުވނު   ބީލަނ  ހމަޖައަ ސައ ފ ނމަަ ގތޮުގއަ  ދވުަހއެ ގެ  ބނަ ދު ސރަކުާރުނ  ސބަަބކަހާުރެ އއެ ވސެ  ތާރީޚ  ހމަޖައަ ސާފއަ ވާ ހޅުވުމުަށ  ބީލަނ  2.7

 .ގޑަގީއަެވެ ބަޔނާ ކށޮ ފއަ ވާ މތަީގއަ  ދުވހަގުެ ރސަ މީ އަނ ނަ  ޖެހ ގެނ 



   

  2 

 މސައަ ކތަގުެ  ރސަ މީ  މއު ދތަު  ދ   ފރަތާ ތކަުނ  ހށުަހޅަާ އަނ ދސާހީ ސާބު. ގތޮުގއަވެެ ދވުަސ ތކަގުެ  ކަލަނ ޑރަު ޖަހނަ ވާނީ މއު ދތަު  މސައަ ކަތގުެ  2.8

 ކލަނަ ޑރަު  ގުނނާީ  އޮތރޯ ޓއީ ނ  މ  މއު ދތަު  މ  އ ވލެއު ޓ ކރުމުުގއަ   އަނ ދސާހީ ސާބު ވީނމަަވސެ   ބަޔާނ ކށޮ ފއަ  އަނ ދާސީހ ސބާގުއަ  ދުވސަ ކމަުގއަ  

 .ގތޮގުއަެވެ ދުވސަ ތކަގުެ

 ބލީނަ ތއަ  އަދ . ނުގނަވެ ނއެވެެ ބަލއަ  ބލީނަ ތއަ  ނވުާނމަަ، ހުށަހަޅާފއަ  ލ ޔނު ތއަ  ހށުަހޅަަނ ޖެހ  މަޢުލމޫާތއާ  ކރުަނ ޖހެ  ފރު ހމަަ ހށުހަޅައާ ރު ބީލަނ  2.9

. ކރުވެ ނއެެވެ ބޠާ ލު ބީލމައެ  އެ ކރުވެ އ ޖެނމަަ، ފހާގަަ  ނވުާކނަ   ފުރ ހމަަ  ބލީމައެ  ނމަަވސެ   މަރުޙަލއާއެ ގއަ   ކނޮ މެ ބީލމަގުެ ގަތމުަށ ފހަުވސެ   ބަލއަ 

 ހށުހަޅަާފއަ   ބީލނަ   ޢދަދަަކށަ   އކެށަގީެނ ވާ  ނވުަތަ ނމަަ، އގަތުކައެ  ގނެ ނުވާއކެށަީ އަގތުކަކަީ ހުށަހޅަައ ފއަ ވާ  ބަލއަ ގަތމުށަ ފަހު ބީލނަ ތއަ  އަދ 

 .ލ ބ ގނެ ވއެެވެ ތރޯ ޓއީަށ އޮ މ  އ ޚ ތ ޔާރު ބޠާ ލކުރުމުު ބީލމައެ  އެ ނުވާނމަަ،

 ބލީމަުގއަ   މ  ވގާތޮުގމެތަ ނ  ސރަކ އުލރަގއަ  މާލ އ ޔަތު( 2019 ޖުލއަ  04) K/CIR/2019/27-13 ނނަ ބަރު ފ ނ ނ ސ ގެ އޮފ  މ ނ ސ ޓ ރީ 2.10

 ކށޮ ފއަ ވާ  ރޖަ ސ ޓ ރީ  ގ ނ ތ އއެ ގއަ  ގ ނ ތ ތކަނު  ވ ޔފަރާ  މދެފުަނ ތގީެ އދަ  ކުދ  ،ޑ ވެލޕޮ މނަ ޓ ގއަ  އ ކޮނމޮ ކ  އފޮ   މ ނ ސ ޓ ރީ ބއަ ވެރ ވވެ ނީ

 .ވ ޔަފރާ ތކަށަެވެ ދ ވހެ 

( އ ތުރު/އުނ ) އމެެނ ޑ މަނ ޓއެ  ،ހ ނދއެ ގއަ  ފެނ އ ޖެ ގެނއަމުަށ  ބަދަލއެ  ގނެ ނނަ ޖެހ  ކޮނ މެހެނ  ބލީމަަށ  ކުރ ނ  ހމަވަމުގުެ  މއު ދަތު ހޅުވުމުުގެ ބީލަނ  2.11

 ފަރތާ ތކަށަ   ރޖަ ސ ޓ ރކީރުާ ހުށަހޅެމުށަ   ބީލނަ   އުނ އ ތރުު  އެ އދަ  . ބއަެކެވެ ކރަދުހާގުެ މަޢުލމޫތާު  އމެނެ ޑ މަނ ޓކަީ  ދކޫރުާ މ ގތޮނު . ގނެވެ ނއެެވެ

 .  ފނޮވު ނއެެވެ މެދުވރެ ކޮށ  އމީއެ ލ 

 

 އސުލޫ   އމަލަކުރުނާ   .3

 .ބަޔށަވެެ ދެ  މ  ކ ރއަ ޓރީ އާ އ ވެލއު ޝަނ  އއާ  ކ ރއަ ޓރީ އާ ކލޮ ފ ކ ޝަނ  އއެީ. ބޔަކަށަެވެ ދެ ހމަޖަެހ ފއަ ވނަީ  ކުރމުަށ  އ ވލެއު ޓ  ބީލަނ ތއަ  3.1

 މަރހުލައާަކށަ   އ ވލެވު ޝަނ  ބީލަނ ތއަ  މ  އދަ . ބާތ ލވުާނއެެވެ ބީލނަ ތއަ  ނވުާ ފރު ހމަަ ކނަ ތއަ ތއަ  ހ މނަައ ފއަ ވާ ކ ރއަ ޓީރ އގާއަ  ކޮލ ފ ކ ޝަނ  3.2

 .ނުގނެ ދވެ ނއެެވެ

 ލ ބ   މކާ ސ  މަތ ނ  އެނ މެ ދ ނމުުނ ، މާކ ސ   އއެ ގތޮށަ  އއާ  ކ ރއަ ޓީރ އާ އ ވލެއު ޝނަ   ބލެވެ ނީ ހޮވމުުގއަ  ފރަތާއެ  ޙަވލާކުުރނާެ  މ މސައަ ކަތ  3.3

 .ފަރތާކަށަވެެ

 

 

 



   

  3 

 ބލީނަ ވރެ ނ ގެ ހނު ނނަ ޖހެ  ޝރަތުތުއަ  )ކލޮ ފ ކ ޝނަ  ކ ރއަ ޓރީ އާ( .4

 ކށޮ ފއަ ވާ  ރޖަ ސ ޓ ރީ ދަށުނ  ގެ( 2014/18 ނަނ ބރަު) ޤނާނޫު ކުރމުގުެ ރޖަ ސ ޓ ރީ ވ ޔަފާރ  ހުށަހޅެއު ވ ނީ ޕ ރޕޮސޯލަ  އެދ  ކުރމުަށ  މ މސައަ ކަތ  4.1

 .ވާނއެެވެ ހުށަހޅައު ވަނ  ކޕޮއީއެ  ލ ޔމުގުެ  އަނ ގއަ ދ  ކށޮ ފއަ ވކާަނ  ރޖަ ސ ޓ ރީ  ހުށަހޅައު ވއާ ރު، ޕ ރޕޮސޯަލ . ފަރާތ ތކަށަވެެ

 

 އ ވލެއު ޝނަ  ކ ރއަ ޓރީ އާ  .5

 ފރު ހމަވަާ  ޝރަުތުތއަ  ބަޔާނ ކޮށ ފއަ ވާ ނނަ ބަރގުއަ  ވަނަ 4 މ ކަރދުހާުގެ ގނެ ދވެ ނީ މަރުހަލއާަށ  އ ވެލއު ޝނަ  ތެރއެ ނ  ހުށަހޅާފާަރތާ ތކަގުެ ބީލަނ  5.1

 .ޕ ރޕޮޯޒަލ ތކަވެެ  ފަރާތ ތކަގުެ

 .ބޔަާނ ކށޮ ފއަ ވާނއެވެެ  ތަފ ސލީކުޮށ  ގއަ  1 ޖދަވުލަު  މ ކރަދުހާގުެ ތފަ ސީލު، ދ ނމުގުެ މާކ ސ  ކ ރއަ ޓީރ އާގއަ  އ ވެލއު ޝަނ  މސައަ ކަތއަ  މ  5.2

 

 ތކަތެ   ބލީމައާ  އކެު ހށުހަޅަނަ ޖހެ   .6

 ސމާ ޕލަ   އދަ  މއު ދަތު ފރޯކުށޮ ދ ނ ޖެހ  ޙ ދމުތަ  /ތކަތެ   ،ތާރީޚ  ،ނަނ ބަރު ކޓޯ ޝނަ   ކޓޯ ޝނަ ގއަ  މ  . ކޓޯ ޝަނ  ހށުހަޅަައ ފއަ ވާ  އގަު  ބީލމަަށ  6.1

 ،އަގު ޙ ދމުތަގުެ  ،ސ ޕެސ ފ ކ ޝަނ  ފލު   ތަކތެގީެ  ހށުަހޅަާ ވ އ ކމުަށ ، (ބލީނަ ތަކށަ   ޖަހަނ ޖހެ   މއު ދތަު ހށުަހޅަަނ  ސމާ ޕަލ ) މއު ދަތު ހުށަހޅަަނ ޖހެ  

 ކޓޯ ޝނަ ގެ . އޮނ ނަނ ވނާއެެވެ ސ އ ކަ ވ ޔަފރާގީެ  މއަުލމޫާތއާ  ފަރާތއެ ގެ އނޮ ނަ ހއު ދަ ސއޮ ކުރމުުގެ ،އެކު އތޮމުއާ  އގެެނ  އަގު ޖމު ލަ އދަ   ޓެކ ސ 

 (ގތޮގުއަވެެ  ކޓޯ ޝނަ އއެ ގެ ވކަ   ލޓޮކަށަ ވސެ   ކޮނ މެ ހށުަހޅައު ވނަ ވާނީ ކޓޯ ޝނަ  ). ދ ނ ވާނއެވެެ ދުވސަ  45 މދަވުގެެނ  މއު ދތަށަ  ވެލ ޑ ޓީ

 ކޕޮީ  ސޓެ ފ ކޓެ ގެ  ރޖެ ސ ޓ ރ ޝނަ  ވ ޔފަާރ  ދޫކށޮ ފއަ ވާ ޑ ވލެޕޮ މަނ ޓުނ  އ ކޮނމޮ ކ  އޮފ  މ ނ ސ ޓ ރީ 6.2

 ލ ޔނު   ކމަގުެ ރޖަ ސ ޓ ރކީށޮ ފއަ ވާ  ގތޮުގއަ  ވ ޔފަރާގީެ މދެުފަނ ތގީެ އދަ  ކުދ  6.3

 ކށަަވރަު  ހރު ކަނ  ތޖަުރ ބާ ލ ޔުނ ތކަަކީ މ ( އނެގ ގޮތށަ   މއު ދަތު ލ ބ ފއަ ވާ ތޖަ ރ ބާ ކރުމުުގއަ  މސައަ ކަތ ) ލ ޔނު  ކމަގުެ ލ ބ ފއަ ވާ ތޖަ ރ ބާ 6.4

 .ލ ޔނު ތކަވެެ ބ ނނު ކުރާނެ ދ ނމުގުއަ  މާކ ސ  ކުރމުަށއާ 

 ޕެޔަރ ޓެކ ސ   ދކޫށޮ ފއަ ވާ އޮތޯރ ޓނީ   މ   ފރަާތއެ ނމަަ ނޖުހެ  ރޖެ ސ ޓ ރކީރުަނ  ޓއީށަ  .އސެ .ޖީ) ކޕޮީ ސޓެ ފ ކޓެ ގެ ރޖެ ސ ޓ ރ ޝަނ  އސެ ޓީ.ޖީ 6.5

 (ކޕޮީ  ނޓޯ ފ ކ ޝނަ ގެ /ސޓެ ފ ކޓެ  ރޖަ ސ ޓ ރ ޝަނ 

 (ހމަަނވުާ  މސަ  3 ދކޫރު ފަހުނ ) ރ ޕޯޓ  ކ ލ އަރެނ ސ   ޓކެ ސ  ދކޫޮށ ފއަ ވާ އޮތޯރ ޓީނ  މ  6.6
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 ފނަ ސވަސީ  ) -/25,000 ގތޮގުއަ  ސކެ އރު ޓީގެ ބ ޑ  ޤަވއާ ދުގއަ ވގާތޮަށ  ބޮޑުނމަަ، އށަ ވރުެ ( ރފު ޔާ ލއަ ކަ ފސަ  ) -/500,000 އަގު ބީލމަުގެ 6.7

  .ދ ނ ވނާއެެވެ ވސަ ދު  60 މދަވުގެނެ  މއު ދތަށަ  ވެލ ޑ ޓީ ސެކ އުރ ޓގީެ ބ ޑ . ހުށަހޅަނަ ވާނއެވެެ ޑޮކ އމުަނ ޓ  ސެކ އރު ޓީ  ބ ޑ   ގެ( ރުފ ޔާ  ހސާ 

 (ނކުރުވެ ނއެވެެ ޤބަލޫު ފއަ ސާ ނގަދުު  ނވުަތަ ޗކެ  ބ ނ ކ  ޤަބލޫކުރުވެ ނއެެވެ، ލޓެަރ ގެރނެ ޓީ އ ނ ސ ޓ ޓ އޓު ގެ ފއަ ނ ނ ޝލަ  ނވުތަަ ބ ނ ކ )

 ބލީނަ  ކމާ ޔބާވުނު   .7

ރވެނުކުނަ  މ  މުގެ އ ވެލއު ޝަނ  ހދެމުށަ ފހަު ބީލަނ  ކމާ ޔާބު ކުރާ ފަރތާށަ  އދަ  ބީލމަގުއަ  ބއަ ވރެ ވ  އެހެނ  ފރަާތ ތކަށަ  ބލީަނ  އެވޑޯު ކު ބީލަ 7.1

   އނަ ގާނއެވެެ.  އޮތޯރ ޓީނ 

 05ޅމުުގެ ފރުސުތަު ބީލަނ  އެވޑޯކުރު ކަނ  އެނ ގމުށަ ފހަު ހުރ ހާ ބީލނަ ވރެނީ ނަށ  މ  ނ ނ މމުމާެދު އ ޢުތ ރާޒއެ ވާނމަަ އކެނަ  މ  އޮތޯރ ޓއީަށ  ހށުހަެ 7.2

 . މ ގތޮނު  ހށުހަޅަާ އ ޢތު ރާޒތުއަ  ހުށަހޅަނަ ވާނީ ލ ޔމުުނ ނވެެ.  ދވެ ނއެެވެ)ފަހއެ ( ދވުހަގުެ މއު ދތައަ  

 އއެ ބސަ ވމުގުއަ  ގއަ ވާ މއު ދތަުގެ ތރެ ގއަ  އއެ ވސެ  ބީލނަ ވެރ އއެ ގެ އ ޢތު ރާޒއެ  ލ ބ ފއަ  ނުވާނމަަ ބލީަނ  ކމާ ޔާބު ކރު  ފަރާތއަ  މސައަ ކތަގުެ 7.2 7.3

ތގުެ ތރެ ގއަ  އއެ ބސަ ވމުގުއަ  )ތ ނއެ ( ދވުހަގުެ މއު ދަ 03އއެ ބސަ  ވމުުގއަ  ސއޮ ކރުަނ  ހށުަހޅަާ ތާރީޙުނ  ފށެ ގނެ  ސއޮ ކުރަނ  ހށުަހޅެ ނއެެވެ.  

 ސއޮ  ކުރަނ  ޖހެ ނއެެވެ. 

 މާލ އ ޔތަު  ކރު ނ  ސއޮ ކުރމުގުެ  އގެ ރމީނެ ޓުގއަ  ފރަާތުނ  ކމާ ޔާބުކރުާ  ލަނ ބީ ބޮޑުނމަަ ވރުެ އށަ  ރ )ފސަ  ލއަ ކަ ރުފ ޔާ( -/500,000ބީލމަުގެ އގަު  7.4

 އނަ ގާ  ކރު ކަނ  ކމާ ޔާބު ބ ޑ   ގެރނެ ޓީ ޕަރފމޯަނ ސ   މ . ހށުަހޅަަނ ވނާއެެވެ %5 އގަގުެ  ގތޮގުއަ  ގެ  ގރެެނ ޓީ  ޕަރފމޯަނ ސ   ޤަވއާ ދުގއަ ވގާތޮށަ  

 ވލެ ޑ ޓީ  ގެރނެ ޓީގެ ޕަރފމޯަނ ސ  އަދ . ވާނއެވެެ  ހުށަހޅަނަ   ތރެ ގއަ  ދވުހަުގެ( ފހައެ ) 05 ނުހ މަނއަ  ދވުަސ ތއަ  ބނަ ދު ރސަ މީ ފށެ ގެނ  ތާރީހުނ 

 ލޓެރަ ގރެެނ ޓީ  އ ނ ސ ޓ ޓ އުޓ ގެ  ފއަ ނ ނ ޝލަ   ނވުތަަ ބ ނ ކ .  )ދ ނ ވާނއެެވެ ދވުސަ  30 އ ތރުނު  މއު ދަތު ޑލެ ވރަގީެ  މދަވުގެެނ  މއު ދަތަށ 

 (  ނކުރުވެ ނއެެވެ ޤބަލޫު ފއަ ސާ ނގަދުު ނވުތަަ ޗކެ  ބ ނ ކ  ޤަބލޫކުރުވެ ނއެެވެ،

 .ސއޮ ކުރމުށަ ފަހގުއަެވެ އއެ ބސަ ވމުުގއަ  ދވެ ނީ ހއު ދަ ފެށމުށަ   މސައަ ކަތ  7.5

 އެހެނ ނމަަވސެ  . ފށެ ގނެ ނެވެ ތާރީޙނު   ސއޮ ކރުާ އއެ ބސަ ވމުގުއަ  ހއު ދދަީ އޮތޯރ ޓނީ   މ   ކުރމުަށ  މސައަ ކަތ  ގުނނަ ފަށނާީ  މއު ދަތު މސައަ ކަތުގެ 7.6

 އސުލޫގުެ  މ  ގެނއަމުށަ   ގރެެނ ޓީ  ޕރަފމޯނަ ސ  އެނ ގމުށަ ފަހު އޮތޯރ ޓނީ   މ  ކރު ކަނ  ކމާ ޔާބު ބ ޑ  ހާލތަގުއަ ، ހށުހަޅަަނ ޖހެ   ގރެެނ ޓީ  ޕަރފމޯަނ ސ 

 ދުވސަތަކަނު   ހށުަހޅަައ ފއަ ވާ  ގތޮގުއަ  މއު ދތަގުެ މސައަ ކތަގުެ  ދވުަސ ތއަ  ލސަ ވާ  ނގުެނސެ   ގެރނެ ޓީ މއު ދތަގުއަ  ދީފއަ ވާ  މއާ ދއާ ނ   ވަނަ 7.4

 .ލ ބ ގނެ ވއެވެެ އތޮރޯ ޓއީަށ  މ  އ ޙ ތ ޔާރު އުނ ކުރމުގުެ 

ގއަ ވާ މއު ދތަގުއަ  ޕަރފމޯަނ ސ  ގެރނެ ޓީ  7.4ގއަ ވާ މއު ދތަގުއަ  މސައަ ކަތުގެ އއެ ބސަ ވމުގުއަ  ސއޮ  ނުކށޮ ފ ނމަަ، އަދ   7.3 7.7

ފއަ ވާ ފރަތާކަށަ  ޓ  ލ ބ ހުށަހޅަައ ފއަ ނވުާނމަަ، ބީލނަ  އެޥޑޯކުުރމުށަ  މ  އ ތރޯ ޓނީ  ނ ނ މައ ފއަ ވާ ނ ނ މުނ  ބތާ ލކުށޮ  ދވެަނއަށަ  އެނ މެ މަތ ނ  ޕއޮ ނ  

  މސައަ ކަތ  ހވަލާކުރުވެ ނއެެވެ. 
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 ހށުހަޅަނަ ޖހެ  ލ ޔނު ތއަ  : 1ޖދަވުލަު 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ހށުހަޅަނަ ޖހެ  ލ ޔނު ތއަ  

  

1 
 ވކަ  ލޓޮކަަށ ވސެ   ކނޮ މެ ހުށަހޅައު ވނަ ވާނީ ކޓޯ ޝަނ   ) ( ހުށަހަޅާ އސެ ޓ މ ޓ  )ކޓޯ ޝަނ 

 (ގތޮގުއަވެެ  ކޓޯ ޝަނ އއެ ގެ
6.1 

 

  6.2 ރޖެ ސ ޓ ރގީެ ކޕޮީ  ކޕޯރަ ޓ ވ  ސސޮއަ ޓީ/ އމަ އ ލަ ފރަުދނު ގެ ވ ޔފަާރގީެ  ކުނ ފނު /ޕާޓ ނރަޝ ޕ / 2

  6.3 ކުދ  އދަ  މދެުފަނ ތގީެ ވ ޔފަރާގީެ ގތޮުގައ  ރޖަ ސ ޓ ރކީށޮ ފއަ ވކާމަގުެ ލ ޔުނ  3

4 
 /ސެޓ ފ ކޓެ   ރޖަ ސ ޓ ރ ޝނަ   ޕޔެރަ ޓެކ ސ ) ކޕޮީ ސޓެ ފ ކެޓ  ރޖެ ސ ޓ ރ ޝަނ  ޖއީސެ ޓީ

 .(ކޕޮީ ނޯޓ ފ ކ ޝނަ ގެ 
6.5 

 

  6.6 (.ހމަނަވުާ މސަ  3 ދކޫުރ ފހަުނ )ޓެކ ސ  ކ ލ އރަނެ ސ  ރ ޕޓޯ ގެ ކޕޮީ  5

  6.7 ހށުހަޅަަނ ޖެހ  ޕ ރޖޮކެ ޓ ތކަށަ (ބ ޑ  ސެކ އރު ޓގީެ )ބ ޑ  ސެކ އުރ ޓގީެ  6
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ކ  ގެރެނ ޓީ( ނަމޫނާ ޓީ )ބެނ  ލު 2: ބ ޑ  ސެކ ޔުރ   ޖަދުވަ
 

WHEREAS, ………………………………………………..[name of Bidder] (hereinafter called “the Bidder”) has submitted his Bid 

for the Project no……….issued by the Maldives Inland Revenue Authority on ………………………………… …………..for 

construction of …………………………… …….[name of Contract] (hereinafter called “the Bid”).  
 

KNOW ALL PEOPLE by these presents that We ………………………………………. [name of Bank] of ……… …………………… [name 

of country] having our registered office at ………………………………………………………………………………….. (hereinafter called 

“the Bank”) are bound unto …………………………….[name of Purchaser] (hereinafter  called “the Purchaser”) in the sum 

of  *…………………………………………..  for which payment well and truly to be made to the said Purchaser, the Bank 

binds itself, its successors, and assigns by these presents.  
 

SEALED with the Common Seal of the said Bank this ……..day of  …………….20……………..  
 

THE CONDITIONS of this obligation are: 
  

(1) If, after Bid opening, the Bidder withdraws his Bid during the period of Bid validity specified in the Form of 

Bid; or 

(2) If the Bidder having been notified of the acceptance of his Bid by the Purchaser during the period of Bid 

validity: 

 (a) fails or refuses to execute the Form of Agreement in accordance with the Instructions to 

Bidders, if required; or 

 (b) fails or refuses to furnish the Performance Security, in accordance with the Instruction to 

Bidders; or 

 (c) does not accept the correction of the Bid Price pursuant to Clause 27,  

* The Bidder should insert the amount of the Guarantee in words and figures denominated in 

Maldivian Rufiyaa. This figure should be the same as shown in Clause 16.1 of the Instructions to 

Bidders. 

we undertake to pay to the Purchaser up to the above amount upon receipt of his first written demand, without 

the Purchaser’s having to substantiate his demand, provided that in his demand the Purchaser will note that the 

amount claimed by him is due to him owing to the occurrence of one or any of the three conditions, specifying the 

occurred condition or conditions.  
 

This Guarantee will remain in force up to and including the date ………………………. days after the deadline for 

submission of bids as such deadline is stated in the Instructions to Bidders or as it may be extended by the 

Purchaser, notice of which extension(s) to the Bank is hereby waived. Any demand i n respect of this Guarantee 

should reach the Bank not later than the above date.  
 

DATE…………………………… SIGNATURE OF THE BANK     

WITNESS ……………………… SEAL  

[signature, name, and address]  
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 މސައަ ކތަގުެ ތަފ ސލީ  : 3 ޖދަވުލަު 

Required Item: Web Application Firewall 

Quantity: 1 

 

SPECIFICATIONS 
S. 

No. 
Item Technical Specifications 

1 
  
  

Industry Certifications and Evaluations 

1.1 The OEM should be in the Gartner’s Leaders Magic Quadrant for “Web Application Firewall” for 
any one year in the last ten published reports. 

1.2 The Solution should meet PCI DSS Compliance as per PCI DSS requirement and should provide 
reports for PCI DSS compliance.  

2 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 Architecture and Performance 

2.1 Proposed solution should be a dedicated Appliance based solution with appliance height not more 
than 1 U.  

2.2 Platform should be a full proxy architecture 

2.3 The Operating system of proposed appliance should be default Deny and should not allow 
communication between two ports without explicit configuration 

2.4 The proposed Appliances should support LEDs / LCD screen to provide status on CPU and Memory 
utilization of appliance as well as management interface configuration 

2.5 The proposed appliance should have minimum 4 x 1G Copper ports and 2 x 10 GE SFP+  fiber port 
populated 

2.6 The proposed appliance should provide minimum throughput of 10 Gbps 

2.7 The solution should support up to 125k L4 connections per second and 350K L7 requests per 
second 

2.8 The proposed appliance must support minimum SSL TPS of 2.5Kk (RSA 2k keys) and minimum 2.1K 
(with ECDSA 256 key).  

2.9 OS should be default deny and should be certified by ICSA 

2.10 Should have a HDD with minimal capacity of 500 GB 

2.11 The Appliance must have minimum 16 GB RAM 

2.12 Should have dual power supply  

2.13 The proposed appliance should support minimum 3Gbps of compression throughput. 

2.14 The proposed appliance should support minimum 5 Gbps of SSL throughput 

2.15 The product should comply and support IPv4 and IPv6 both and NAT64 

2.16 
Proposed WAF instance should be configurable in such a way that multiple network zones can be 
configured without sharing the data between them and without any compromise of security. 

2.17 The goods must be support dual-stack (IPv4 and IPv6) operation across all features 
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2.18 

Should have full support IPv6. It should support all IPv6 scenarios: 
a. IPv4 on the inside and IPv6 on the outside 
b. IPv6 on the inside and IPv4 on the outside 
c. IPv6 on the inside and outside 

2.19 
Platform should be a full proxy architecture and must perform reverse proxy for inside 
applications for HTTP/HTTPs, PCoIP and DNS 

2.20 Should have a dedicated out-of-band Ethernet management port 

2.21 Should support VLAN, LACP & Trunking 

2.22 
Should support anit-DDoS, DNS, and SSL-VPN along with SSO and OTP (Generation + Verification) 
as and when required with additional license. 

2.23 

 Proposed solution should support Fraud Protection on same appliance with additional license as 
and when required, with following features: 
a) Application Level Encryption - encrypting username and password 
b) Encrypting user's key stroke with Private-Public Key combination 
c) Should be able to identify and prevent automated payments and money transfers initiated by 
malware or bots 
d) Should performs a series of transaction checks—including behavioral analysis, signature and 
function verification 

2.24 

The proposed model should be scalable to support the following optional additional features to 
ensure application security and business continuity with licenses as below with additional cost: 
Remote Access via SSL VPN & SSO Solution - To control & secure user access of Internal 
Applications 
Global Server Load Balancing -  To load balance the traffic across multiple sites based on Geo 
location, latency and other metrics 
DNS Firewall - To protect from dns based attacks 
DDoS Protection - To protect against L4 DDoS attacks 

3 
  
  
  
  

Security Requirements 

3.01 Validation should be performed on all types of input, including URLs, forms, cookies, query strings, 
hidden fields, and parameters, HTTP methods, XML elements and SOAP actions. 

3.02 When deployed as a proxy (either a transparent proxy or a reverse proxy), the Web application 
firewall should be able to digitally sign cookies, encrypt cookies, and to rewrite URLs. 

3.03 
The Proposed WAF Solution should support both a Positive Security Model and a Negative 
Security Model. OEM should provide regular update for CVE signatures. OEM should have Security 
Incident Response team 

3.04 Auto-learn options should be available to tweak and fine tune rules. The auto learn policy should 
have provision to put into staging mode for specific time period to avoid the false positive.  
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3.05 The solution must be able to block transactions with content matching for known attack 
signatures while allowing everything else. 

3.06 

The solution must support and integrate with the following web application vulnerability 
assessment tools (Web application scanners) at minimum to virtually patch web application 
vulnerabilities: Whitehat Sentinel, IBM Appscan, HP Webinspect, Rapid7 and QualysGuard, for 
rapid virtual patching.  

3.07 Should be able to import Vulnerability scanner report from Whitehat Sentinel, IBM Appscan, HP 
Webinspect, Rapid7 and QualysGuard and fixed those vulnerabilities within the waf using xml file. 

3.08 The solution must support both URL rewriting and content rewriting for http header and body 
when it is deployed in the reverse proxy mode. 

3.09 Solution should support API security including support for uploading swagger file.  

3.1 The solution must be able to validate encoded data in the HTTP traffic. 

3.11 The solution must be able to identify Web Socket connections and provide security for WebSocket 
including exploit against Server abuse, login enforcement, XSS and SQL injection. 

3.12 The solution must support the configuration to allow some pages in a web application to be in 
blocking mode and some pages to be in detection\learning mode. 

3.13 The XML protection offered by the solution must be similar to the web application protection 
provided with automated profiling/learning capability. 

3.14 The solution must be able to perform profiling of JSON. HTTP requests in the JSON format must be 
learnt by the WAF with the parameters and values. 

3.15 
The solution must allow the re-learning of an application profile on a per-URL or per-page basis. 
The administrator should not be required to relearn the entire application when only a few pages 
have changed. 

3.16 
The Proposed WAF Solution should have capability to mitigate, learn and adapt to unique 
application layer user interaction patterns to enable dynamic defenses based on changing 
conditions 

3.17 

The Proposed WAF Solution should have Correlated Attack Validation capability or Correlation 
features which examines multiple attributes such as HTTP protocol conformance, profile 
violations, signatures, special characters, and user reputation, to accurately alert on or block 
attacks and also to eliminate false positives. 

3.18 
The Proposed WAF Solution should support custom security rules. Administrators should be able 
to define rules for the positive or negative security model and to create correlation rules with 
multiple criteria. 

3.19 The Proposed WAF Solution Should support ICAP integration with other security devices for file 
scanning. 
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3.20 

The proposed WAF Solution should be configured with real-time threat intelligence on known 
malicious sources, such as: • Malicious IP Addresses: Sources that have repeatedly attacked other 
websites • Anonymous Proxies: Proxy servers used by attackers to hide their true location • TOR 
Networks: Hackers who are using The Onion Router (TOR) to disguise the source of attack • IP 
Geolocation: Geographic location where attacks are coming from and block access • Phishing 
URLs: fraudulent sites (URLs) that are used in phishing attacks • Comment Spammers: IP 
addresses of known active comment spammers 

3.21 

The Proposed WAF Solution should accurately distinguish incoming traffic between human and 
bot traffic, identify “good” and “bad” bots; classify traffic by browser type, etc. It should have 
capability of BOT detection and Protection beyond signatures and reputation to accurately detect 
malicious and benign bots using client behavioral analysis, server performance monitoring, and 
escalating using JavaScript, Image and Sound CAPTCHA challenges. This information should drive 
WAF policy enforcement decisions, including handling bad and suspected bots. Administrators 
should also receive an alert (e.g. for monitoring purposes), or have capability to block the bot. 

3.22 It should provide advanced BOT detection mechanism based on smart combination of signature-
based and heuristic behavior analysis, reverse DNS lookup 

3.23 The Web Application Firewall should have "Anti-Automation" protection which can block the 
automated attacks using hacking tools, scripts, frame work etc. 

3.24 The Proposed WAF Solution should provide built-in L7 layer DDoS detection and mitigation 
features based on machine learning and behavioral analytics and dynamic signatures. It should 
have CAPTCHA support or other mechanism to avoid distributed attack. 

3.25 Solution should support Behavioral L7 DDoS mitigation to detect attacks without human 
intervention 

3.26 
Proposed solution should have capability to redirect Brute force attack traffic to Honey Pot page 

3.27 The Proposed WAF solution must provide capabilities to obfuscate sensitive field names to defeat 
Man-in-The-Browser Attacks 

3.28 The Proposed WAF Solution should Identify and limit / block suspicious clients , headless browsers 
and also mitigate client side malwares 

3.29 The Proposed WAF Solution should protect API based communication between client & servers 
using all the relevant WAF signatures. 

3.30 Should provide encryption for user input fields to protect from browser based malwares stealing 
users credentials 

3.31 Should support Websocket Security Inspection 

4 
  

Deployment and Operational Requirements 

4.01 Solution should have the ability to build a base/parent policy and inherit child policies from the 
same. Inheritance should support restricting modifications to the base policy settings 
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4.02 The Proposed WAF Solution must support deployment as inline proxy, one arm mode or 
transparent bridge mode. 

4.03 

On detecting an attack or any other unauthorized activity, the Web application firewall must be 
able to take the appropriate action. Supported actions should include the ability to drop requests 
and responses, block the TCP session, block the application user, or block the IP address. For 
particularly destructive attacks, the Web application firewall should be able to block the user or 
the IP address for a configurable period of time. 

4.04 The solution must allow administrators to add and modify signatures. 

4.05 The solution must support regular expressions for the following purposes: - Signatures definition - 
Sensitive data definition - Parameter type definition - Host names and URL prefixes definition - 
Fine tuning of parameters that are dynamically learnt from the web application profile 

4.06 The WAF instance should have option to enable x-forwarder option per service to log actual client 
IP in webserver logs even deployed in Reverse Proxy mode. 

4.07 The proposed solution should support min 4000 contexts or partitions or multiple profiling 
separately for each application without any additional license.  

4.08 
Separate policies should be applied for different applications configured on the same WAF 

4.09 

The solution should have pre-built templates for well-known applications eg Microsoft 
Sharepoint, OWA, ActiveSync, SAP, Oracle Applications/Portal, PeopleSoft, Lotus Domino . 

4.10 All web facing applications are to be integrated to WAF without any limitation on the number of 
application. Solution should support the deployment modes based on application needs 

4.11 
Proposed Solution should have ability to stage rule or signature before final deployment. During 
staging period false positive events for corresponding rules and signatures can be managed and 
adjusted to match real world app data. 

4.12 Proposed Solution should have ability to fallback to another host in case then protected App is not 
available or return HTTP error codes 

4.13 Proposed Solution should have ability of HTTP response logging. 

4.14 Proposed Solution should have ability to automatically detect software technology used on 
backend side to define signature sets required for defined Proposed Solution policy. 

4.15 
Proposed Solution should have ability to configure meta characters sets per parameter or header. 

4.16 Proposed Solution should have ability to configure way to analyze request payload based on 
custom rules for each URL entry configured in the security policy 

4.17 Proposed Solution should track request length, URL length, POST data length based on request file 
type. 
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4.18 Proposed Solution should have ability to adjust parameters of automatic learning engine/ 
machine learning in WAF to define speed and accuracy of learning 

4.19 Application Security solution should offer protection for FTP and SMTP protocols. 

4.20 Solution should support user-written scripts, irules, that provide flexibility to control application 
flows  

4.21 Proposed Solution Attack log entry should have action to accept further request like this in policy 
or reject such an attack in future. 

4.22 Proposed Solution should have configuration of anti-bot browser challenge action. IT should be 
either sent before access to backend, during access to backend or disabled. 

4.23 Proposed Solution should have ability to differentiate DoS mitigation action based on Attacker 
Source IP, device fingerprint, URL or Geolocation. 

4.24 Proposed Solution should have ability dynamically generate signatures for L7 DoS attacks. These 
signatures should be exportable for use on 3rd party systems. 

4.25 Proposed Solution should have ability to define new custom types of attack based on custom 
events 

4.26 Proposed Solution should be able to track application changes over time and adjust config 
elements and rules based on that data. 

4.27 Proposed solution should be able to track unused elements in the policy and suggest to remove 
them after a specified period of time 

4.28 Should support Integrated Web Application Load balancing that helps to reduce latency and gives 
singular window of management. WAF & Load balancer should be on the same virtual instance 

4.29 

Solution should support below load balancing algorithm: 
Round Robin 
Ratio (member) 
Least Connections (member) 
Ratio (node) 
Least Connections (node) 
Weighted Least Connection (member) 
Weighted Least Connection (node) 
Ratio Least Connection (member) 
Ratio Least Connection (node) 

4.30 

Solution should support below persistency methods: 
Cookie Persistency 
Source Address 
Host 
Destination Address 
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4.31 

Solution should support below monitors: 
FTP,  
Gateway ICMP,  
HTTP,  
HTTPS,  
ICMP,  
SOAP,  
TCP,  
TCP Half Open,  
UDP  

4.32 

The proposed model should be scalable to support the following optional additional features to 
ensure application security and business continuity with licenses as below with additional cost: 
Remote Access via SSL VPN & SSO Solution - To control & secure user access of Internal 
Applications 
Global Server Load Balancing -  To load balance the traffic across multiple sites based on Geo 
location, latency and other metrics 
DNS Firewall - To protect from dns based attacks 
DDoS Protection - To protect against L4 DDoS attacks 

5 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Load Balancing 

5.01 Should support configurable TCP/IP queuing and buffering 

5.02 Should have application delivery features such as layer 7 load balancing, layer 7 content switch, 
caching, hardware based SSL offload and server side compression 

5.03 Should have capability to monitor the applications using intelligent application level monitors 
which can be system defined, internal or external executable scripts 

5.04 Should be able to tune monitoring frequency and time automatically when server is available for 
long time, this is to avoid monitoring load on server 

5.05 Should have 2048 and 4096 bit key for SSL certificate support 

5.06 
Should have capability to support ECC, RSA and ECC+RSA (Hybrid) Certificates for SSL offload 

5.07 Should provide static and dynamic load balancing algorithms such as round robin, weighted round 
robin, fastest, predictive and observed 

5.08 Should be application aware and provide Full Proxy for protocols such as HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, SIP, 
DNS, Diameter, RADIUS etc. 

5.09 Should support inspection of SSL traffic for reverse proxy and forward proxy deployment. Should 
also support ICAP interface for integration with external security systems. 

5.10 Should support IoT Device authentication over SSL and MQTT Message parsing and MQTT load 
balancing. 

5.11 Should have HTTP 2.0 gateway in environment where the client to load balancer traffic is HTTP 2.0 
and from load balancer to server is normal HTTP 1.1 
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5.12 Should support web content delivery acceleration by modifying the data and reducing the number 
of round trips required to fully display a web page 

5.13 

Should support different algorithm for reducing round trips:  
1, Content reordering 
2, Content inlining 
3, Image optimization 
4, Minification 
5, Multi-protocol optimizations (HTTP, FTP, MAPI, UDP) 

5.14 Should support same version and configuration when load balancer is migrated to cloud like AWS, 
Azure, Rackspace, dimension data 

5.15 Should support SDN integration with Cisco ACI, Vmware NSX and RedHat Openstack 

5.16 The proposed appliance shall have iApps template for ease of deployment. 

5.17 The proposed solution must be able to load balance both TCP and UDP based application from L2 
to L7 and full proxy for lightweight message queue protocol for machine to machine connectivity 
between IoT appliances such as small sensors, mobile devices etc.. 

5.18 
The proposed solution must be able to perform TCP multiplexing  and TCP optimization, SSL 
Offloading with SSL session mirroring and persistence mirroring, hardware based compression, 
caching etc in active-passive mode. 

5.19 The proposed solution must offer out of band programming for control plane along with  data 
plane scripting for function like content inspection and traffic management 

5.20 Server Load Balancer should support SQL-based querying for the following databases for health 
checks:  • Oracle  • MSSQL  • MySQL  • PostgreSQL  • DB2 

5.21 Proposed solution should provide SSL offloading with the SSL connection and persistence 
mirroring during the HA failover 

5.22 

The proposed solution must support policy nesting at layer4 and layer7 to address the complex 
application integration. Further it should also provide support for cache rules/filters to define 
granular cache policies based on cache-control headers, host name, file type,  max object size, TTL 
objects etc.. 

5.23 
The Proposed load balancer should support TLS 1.0, TLS 1.2, TLS 1.3 with 2048 Bit SSL encryption 

6 
  
  
  

Integration 

6.1 Proposed solution should be able to integrate with external SSL visibility solution 

6.2 Proposed solution should also integrate with SIEM 

6.3 The solution should also support sending of logs in CEF standard 

7 
  

Administration and Management 

7.1 Management solution should support Role-Based Access Control or multiple user roles that 
facilitate separation of duties. i.e. Administrator (Super-User), Manager, SSL Certificate Manager 
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7.2 Proposed solution should support multiple administration domains (or partitions) to configure 
and administer the system. This would include support for using remote authentication servers 
(e.g. LDAP, Windows AD, RADIUS and TACACS+) to store system user accounts. 

7.3 

Proposed solution should provide account creation with access level that can  
- Provides User roles that can be assigned such as Administrator, Resource Administrator, User 
Manager, Manager, Application Editor, Application Security Policy Editor, Operator, Script Editor 
or Guest. It can be no access for user account to system resources 
- Provide administrative partition where it limit user access to certain device objects which include 
entities that user accounts can manage and place in administrative partition.  

7.4 

Proposed Solution should have Role-based management with user authentication. There should 
be web application security administrator whom has access to web security policy objects in web 
profile, modify web profiles but cannot create or delete those profiles, and web application 
security editor whom configure or view most parts of the web security policy object in specific 
controlled partition holding the policy and profile objects. 

7.5 
The solution should support the following authentication mechanism for accessing the solution In-
built authentication in the solution - Kerberos authentication - LDAP authentication - RADIUS 
authentication 

7.6 Organization should be able to deploy or remove the Web application firewall from the network 
with minimal impact on the existing Web applications or the network architecture. 

7.7 Should provide HTTPS interface management for administering the device 

7.8 Should provide SSH interface management for administering the device 

7.9 Should provide troubleshooting and traffic analysis tool like tcpdump 

8 
  
  
  
  
  
  

Reporting 

8.1 Reporting and logging of all HTTP data and the application level including HTTP headers, form 
fields, and the HTTP body. 

8.2 Support proper Reporting and Logging facilities. 

8.3 Should be able to report events via standard mechanisms, for example, to a syslog or SNMP server 
or a SIEM solution. 

8.4 The solution must support generation/ both predefined as well as custom-built reports as per 
Organization’s requirements with both tabular views, pdf and data analysis graphical views. 

8.5 
Should provide historical graphical reporting for the last 30 days on appliance itself 

8.6 
Should have a built-in tool to take a snapshot of the unit for troubleshooting and analysis purpose 
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8.7 
Vendor should provide a service to upload this snapshot and get feedback on the health of the 
unit & missing Hotfixes and best practices 

8.8 Solution should have the option to classify the bad or suspected bot type and provide detailed 
dashboard based on the bad/suspected BOT types 

8.9 

The solution must have an integrated dashboard containing various features of alert and report 
generation including : 
a. CPU Usage 
b. Memory Usage 
c. Connections Statistics 
d. Throughput Statistics (Client Side and Server Side throughput) 
e. Virtual Server Status   
f. Application services Status  
g. Application Server Status 

8.10 Should have a Reporting Engine built-in 

8.11 Should support High Speed Logging to a syslog server 

8.12 Support for customized logging through scripts to log any parameter from L3 to L7, like 
Geolocation, IP addresses, client browser, client OS, etc.. 

8.13 Should support integration with SIEM tools like Arcsight and Splunk 

8.14 Should have a log publisher to publish logs to multiple log destinations for the same application 
(or virtual server) 

8.15 Should have a filtering capability before publishing to a log destination 

8.16 Should provide historical graphical reporting on the same device 

8.17 Should provide Dashboard with  Guided steps for OWASP Top 10 protection 

9 
  
  

Support 

9.1 OEM of the Proposed Solution Vendor should provide regular updates to geo-location database 
from their public downloads website 

9.2 OEM should have a Technical Assistance Center (TAC) which Follow the Sun Model with toll free 
numbers 

 
Special Instruction to Bidding Parties: - 

 
• Should provide on the job training for 2 staff 
• Should provide overseas training for 2 staff 
• Should include support for 1 year 
• Bidder should submit authorization letter from Vendor 
• Should provide a schedule of implementation 

 
 

Evaluation Criteria 
 

Price:         100% 
Delivery Period: Must be delivered within a maximum of 30 days 

 

 


